Abstract. We address the problem of deriving analytic expressions for calculating universal decoherence-induced errors in qubits undergoing arbitrary, unitary, timedependent quantum-control protocols. We show that the fidelity of a control operation may be expressed in terms of experimentally relevant spectral characteristics of the noise and of the control, over all Cartesian directions. We formulate control matrices in the time domain to capture the effects of piecewise-constant control, and convert them to generalized Fourier-domain filter functions. These generalized filter functions may be derived for complex temporally modulated control protocols, accounting for susceptibility to rotations of the qubit state vector in three dimensions. Taken together, we show that this framework provides a computationally efficient means to calculate the effects of universal noise on arbitrary quantum control protocols, producing results comparable to those obtained via time-consuming simulations of Bloch vector evolution. As a concrete example, we apply our method to treating the problem of dynamical decoupling incorporating realistic control pulses of arbitrary duration or form, including the replacement of simple π-pulses with complex dynamically corrected gates.
Introduction
A basic requirement for the realization of practical quantum coherent technologies, in particular quantum information processing (QIP) devices, is the capacity to efficiently manipulate quantum states with a high degree of precision. This prerequisite has given rise to the development of the field of Quantum Control Theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Significant research attention has been devoted to this discipline due to the remarkable promise of quantum coherent technologies for future applications including quantum computation, quantum-enabled sensing, and quantum-enhanced metrology.
One of the primary challenges being addressed by the research community is the understanding and mitigation of decoherence processes in quantum systems. In these processes, uncontrolled interaction with the environment leads to randomization of a system's state, effectively destroying its "quantumness." This phenomenon is especially important in quantum information settings where net error rates deep below faulttolerance thresholds (∼ 10 −4 ) are required in order to build scalable quantum computers [8, 9, 10] .
A variety of methods have been developed to characterize the performance of quantum control protocols, with an eye towards estimating error rates due to decoherence in realistic, experimentally relevant noise environments. One of the most interesting, from a practical perspective, is the concept of spectral overlap formalized by Kofman and Kurizki [11, 12] . In this general approach, the net susceptibility of a given quantum control protocol to environmental noise is given by the overlap in frequency between the noise power spectral density and the spectral characteristics of the modulation imparted by the control. Such insights have been particularly important for the field of dynamical error suppression (DES), which seeks to provide error robustness to quantum hardware at the physical level. These techniques address both implementation of quantum memory (dynamical decoupling) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] as well as nontrivial quantum logic gates [18, 19, 20] and exploit interference trajectories to effectively timereverse the accumulation of error.
The concepts of the spectral overlap were expanded in the context of dynamical decoupling by Uhrig and Cywinski [21, 22] , in attempting to understand the efficacy of these protocols in suppressing decoherence in Non-Markovian environments. It was shown that, in considering DES broadly, the relevant control protocol could be thought of as a noise filter, and the efficiency of a particular control sequence deduced simply by an examination of the relevant filter transfer function [23] . This general approach has been repeatedly validated in experiments using a variety of technologies -from trapped atomic ions to semiconductor spin qubits [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . Remarkable agreement has been demonstrated between simple theoretical expressions for error derived from the so-called "filter-function" and experimentally measured noise power spectra -so much so that inverting this approach has allowed DES protocols to be used in noise spectroscopy [29, 30, 31] .
Despite these capabilities, there remains a significant gap in our understanding of how to efficiently calculate expected operational fidelities and error rates for complex quantum control protocols and for situations in which universal (i.e. multi-axis) timedependent noise sources are present. For instance, relatively little is known about how to account for the accumulation of error due to pulse non-idealities in dynamical decoupling sequences; the bang-bang limit is still widely assumed in analytic treatments. Generally, while it is understood that spectral overlap techniques may be employed in order to evaluate error rates, it is not known how to efficiently produce analytic filter functions appropriate for such complex quantum control protocols. This is largely due to that fact that the analytic complexity of deriving such functions grows significantly as soon as non-commuting operators appear in the control Hamiltonian -as would be the case in dynamical decoupling with nonzero-duration control pulses or other nontrivial control operations.
In this manuscript we address this challenge by developing a generalized method for evaluating the effects of universal, semiclassical decoherence on a quantum system undergoing an arbitrary unitary control protocol. By adopting an approach in which the effect of the applied control is described by a three-dimensional control matrix [32, 33, 34] , the effect of universal decoherence on an effective spin-1/2 qubit is given a geometric interpretation. In the presence of weak decohering noise, we show how all Cartesian contributions to the resulting operational fidelity may be calculated using noise power spectral densities along with the Fourier-space representations of the elements of the control matrix. Further, we show how it is possible to simply construct generalizations of the filter function for arbitrary control protocols by assuming piecewise-constant controls. As an example of the utility of this approach we study dynamical decoupling incorporating both realistic "primitive" π-pulses and more complicated dynamically corrected gates. We are able to derive first order filter functions for the incorporation of arbitrary control pulses into a dynamical decoupling sequence and validate the performance of dynamically corrected gates in mitigating pulse errors in these sequences.
The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2 we first provide some relevant background theory before introducing a framework for quantum control in noisy environments and a geometric interpretation of decoherence, leading to the derivation of analytic expressions for the fidelity in section 3. Section 4 then provides a concrete method to evaluate the control matrix (and hence the generalized filter functions) for the case of piecewise-constant control in the presence of universal and pure-dephasing noise. To demonstrate the practical utility of our method this approach is applied to the problem of finite-pulse effects in dynamical decoupling in section 5. Our framework permits us to efficiently separate out contributions to the filter function from the pulse locations from effects arising from the pulse form in a dephasing environment. We follow with a discussion of the limits of the filter function approach and a comparison between this analytic framework and detailed numerics simulations in section 6, before offering a conclusion.
Quantum control in realistic environments
According to quantum theory, an initially coherent quantum system S and its environment E can, via physical interaction, become entangled, forming a single composite quantum system SE. From the perspective of an observer, with the capacity to measure only S, coherence is effectively lost [35] . If unaddressed, this process of decoherence can occur very rapidly, making the long term retention and accurate processing of information impossible.
Similar effects may be derived using a model in which environmental interaction is introduced via a fluctuating classical noise field. In this case, loss of coherence is understood as occurring via a process of randomization across an ensemble of identical quantum systems, each subject to a different realization of the noise. This semi-classical approach, often also referred to generically as decoherence, has the advantage of not requiring a detailed knowledge of the system-environment interaction Hamiltonian. Further, it has been shown repeatedly that such phenomenological noise models can accurately represent important aspects of experimental reality [25] .
In this section, we outline a mathematical treatment of a controlled qubit affected by classical fields that serve to randomize the phase and probability amplitudes of the quantum state, while preserving the vector norm (i.e., we omit leakage from the computational state space).
Single-qubit dynamics and the Bloch sphere
Broadly speaking, a qubit is a quantum system that exhibits two possible outcomes for the measurement of a particular physical observable: the z-component of the intrinsic angular momentum of a spin-1/2 particle being the archetypal example. Letting |0 and |1 denote the states in which one or other of these outcomes are returned with certainty, and assuming maximal knowledge of the system, an arbitrary qubit state may be written as a linear combination
The angles (ϑ, ϕ) define a three-dimensional unit vector, the Bloch vector, that provides a convenient pictorial representation of the state [10] . Interpreting all possible states in this way, the two-dimensional qubit state space is mapped to a sphere of unit radius, called the Bloch sphere (figure 1). The temporal evolution of the qubit is described by the propagator U (t, 0), a unitary operator that transforms some initial state |ψ(0) to a final state |ψ(t) = U (t, 0)|ψ(0) , for t ≥ 0. Within the Bloch sphere picture, this "length-preserving" transformation corresponds to a simple rotation of the qubit Bloch vector. The propagator satisfies the Schrodinger equation ( = 1)
where H(t) is the Hamiltonian operator, which we may assume to be traceless (i.e., Tr (H(t)) = 0), for all t. Disregarding irrelevant global phase factors, the set of all single qubit propagators, in conjunction with the usual operator product, forms the Lie group SU (2) [36] . That a geometrical interpretation of the action of a propagator is possible in terms of a rotation of the Bloch vector is a consequence of the homomorphism (structurepreserving map) that may be constructed between SU (2) and the group of threedimensional rotation operators, SO(3) [36] . In short, the action of each propagator U ∈ SU (2) (and its physically equivalent negative −U ) on a single-qubit state |ψ can be represented by the action of a rotation operator R ∈ SO(3) on the Bloch vector corresponding to |ψ . To make this relationship explicit, we note that an arbitrary solution to (2) may be written in the form U (t, 0) = exp [−iθ(t)n(t)σ/2], wherê n(t) = (n x (t), n y (t), n z (t)) is a real row vector of unit length, σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z )
T is a column vector comprised of the Pauli spin operators, and θ(t) is a real function of time. The rotation operator in SO(3) corresponding to U (t, 0) is that which rotates the Bloch vector through an angle θ(t), about an axis defined byn(t). Thus, any single-qubit propagator may be thought of as acting to cause a simple rotation of the Bloch vector.
Capturing the effects of noise
To model the effect of noise on the capacity to control the evolution of a simple quantum system, we consider an ensemble of identically prepared noninteracting qubits evolving according to a Hamiltonian
Here, the effect of the environment is modeled by the generalized noise Hamiltonian
where β(t) = (β x (t), β y (t), β z (t)) is a three-element row vector, each component of which is a random process modeling classical noise in one of the three spatial dimensions. Control over the state of the qubit can be achieved through the application of an external field, represented by a control Hamiltonian
where the components of the vector h(t) = (h x (t), h y (t), h z (t)) describe the strength and direction of the control field as a function of time.
The presence of the noise term in (3) will, in general, affect adversely the ability to accurately 'steer' the qubit state via the control Hamiltonian H c (t). As a simple illustration, consider the application of a constant control Hamiltonian H c (t) = Ωσ x /2 to an otherwise isolated qubit, where Ω ≡ π/τ for some positive real number τ . Under these circumstances, the total Hamiltonian is independent of time and equation (2) the x-axis (a 'π X -pulse'), as shown in figure 1a . If we allow for nonzero but constant 'noise' by letting β(t) = (0, 0, β z ), for example, then U (τ, 0) = exp [−iπ(σ x + νσ z )/2], where ν ≡ 2β z /Ω. The propagator now describes a rotation through an angle θ > π, about an axis that is tilted away from the xy-plane (figure 1b). The noise therefore causes both a change in the angle of rotation and a shift of the rotational axis, so that the final qubit state will not be the one intended. In general, for noise that is time-dependent, deriving a simple closed-form expression for the propagator U (t) is not possible, as the Hamiltonian will generally not commute with itself at different times (from here on we omit the first argument of a propagator when it is zero). Therefore, rather than attempt to solve (2) directly, we introduce the 'control propagator' U c (t), defined as the solution to the noise-free Schrodinger equation idU c (t)/dt = H c (t)U c (t). We may then write U (t) = U c (t)Ũ (t), with the 'error propagator'Ũ (t) capturing any deviation from the control evolution due to noise [37, 38] . Substituting U (t) = U c (t)Ũ (t) into (2) , and defining the 'toggling frame' Hamiltoniañ
we find thatŨ (t) satisfies the modified Schrodinger equation
In the absence of noise, executing a target operation Q over a time interval [0, τ ] simply requires one to engineer a control Hamiltonian such that U c (τ ) = Q. More generally, we retain the requirement that U c (τ ) = Q, so that U (τ ) = QŨ (τ ). The goal of dynamical error suppression is then to reduceŨ (τ ) to the identity I.
Geometric treatment of decoherence: The error vector and control matrix
The error propagatorŨ (τ ), being an element of SU (2), may be interpreted as a rotation of the qubit Bloch vector through some angle 2a(τ ), about an axisâ(τ ). Hencẽ
where a(τ ) ≡ a(τ )â(τ ) is the real-valued 'error vector' with components a i (τ ), for i ∈ {x, y, z}, and magnitude |a(τ )| = a(τ )a
From equations (6)- (8), we see that the error vector is determined by the toggling frame HamiltonianH 0 (t), which itself derives from the action of the control propagator U c (t) on H 0 (t). The aforementioned homomorphism between SU (2) and SO(3) enables us to identify U c (t) with a three-dimensional 'control matrix' R(t) ∈ SO(3) [32] H 0 (t) = i=x,y,z
Using the orthogonality of the Pauli operators with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, the elements of R(t) are
for i, j ∈ {x, y, z}. The control matrix may be written compactly as
) is a row vector comprised of the i-th row of the control matrix. Using this notation, (9c) becomes
We will use this form in below, where we seek to write the error vector in terms of the noise components and elements of the control matrix.
Magnus expansion of the error vector
An explicit expression for the error vector a(τ ) can be calculated by finding a solution to (7) that has the exponential form (8) . At the cost of expressing the exponent as an infinite series, the Magnus expansion gives the desired result [39, 40, 41] . Specifically, given equation (7), we may writeŨ (τ ) = exp [−iΦ(τ )], where
The first three terms in the expansion are
with higher order terms involving increasingly complicated multiple integrals of nested commutators. Substituting the toggling frame Hamiltonian (11) into the Magnus expansion, and using the vector identity [uσ, vσ] = 2i(u × v)σ, for u, v ∈ R 3 , we find that we are able to write the error vector in the form of an infinite series
where
Here, we've introduced the vectorsR
. Generally, the n-th order term is an n-fold integral over the sum of all possible products of the form
.., t n ) is a sum of multiple vector cross products of rows of the control matrix R(t), evaluated at times t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n . Given (13a)-(13d), we have a series expansion for the error vector in which the components of the noise vector and the elements of the control matrix appear explicitly. By defining an appropriate metric for the fidelity of a control operation, in terms of the error vector, we can use these results to evaluate the impact of noise on an arbitrary control operation on an ensemble of identical non-interacting qubits.
Operational fidelity
One way of measuring how well a given propagator V 1 approximates a target operation V 2 is to take the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product (
Tr (V † 2 V 1 ) which, by analogy with the usual inner product of state vectors, effectively measures the 'overlap' between the two operators. Taking the square modulus of the inner product of U (τ ) = QŨ (τ ) and
2 . This metric serves to quantify the accuracy of a control operation subject to a particular realization of the noise vector β(t). Experimentally, however, it is usually only the ensemble average (denoted by the angular brackets ... ) of the F(τ ), taken over all realizations of the noise Hamiltonian (4) , that is measured. We therefore refer to
as determining the 'fidelity' of a particular control operation.
With the error propagator written in terms of the error vector (8), and suppressing the explicit τ -dependence, one finds
so that, for each qubit in the ensemble, the fidelity is determined by the magnitude of the angle through which the noise causes the control operation to be rotated away from the target operation Q. Expanding the cosine term in a Taylor series we obtain
Considering the first nontrivial term (m = 1) in the expansion, recalling that a 2 = aa T , and using the Magnus expansion of the error vector (13b), we may write
where a
, and µ, ν are indices indicating the order of the Magnus expansion. Calculating the terms a 2m for m > 1 in a similar way, we arrive at a series expansion for the fidelity
with a
The fidelity is thus expressed explicitly in terms of noise correlations and the control matrix. For instance, the second term in (18)
contains all two-point noise cross-correlation functions β i (t 1 )β j (t 2 ) , for i, j ∈ {x, y, z}, while the third contains all those evaluated at three time points, and the terms in square brackets all involve four-point correlation functions (this is determined by the sum of subscript indices, as they indicate the expansion-order of the error vector in (13b)-(13d). For noise that is weak, the general trend will be for terms involving higher-order correlation functions to have less of an effect on the fidelity. Explicit forms for these terms, in the case that the components of the noise vector are independent Gaussian processes, may be found in the Appendix of this paper and, for purely dephasing noise (i.e. H 0 (t) = β z (t)σ z ), in [42] .
Moving to the Fourier domain
The individual terms in the series expansion of the fidelity (18) rely on time-domain correlation and cross-correlation functions and convolution with the multidimensional control matrix. Using the properties of the Fourier transform, it is experimentally more convenient to rewrite these terms in the frequency domain. Generally, we can define the Fourier transform S i 1 ...in (ω 1 , ..., ω n ) of an n-point cross-correlation function via
The fidelity (18) can then be rewritten as (21) where R i 1 ...in (ω 1 , ..., ω n ) is determined solely by the control matrix.
For noise that is sufficiently weak, the n = 2 term in (21) will be the dominant contributor to fidelity loss in the short term. If the noise is also wide sense stationary then the two-point cross-correlation functions depend only on the time difference t 2 − t 1 , so that
where S ij (ω) is the cross-power spectral density between the random variables β i (t) and β j (t). We then have
are the elements of the control matrix in the frequency domain (again we suppress the explicit dependence on the total time τ ). The form of (23) is reminiscent of the filter function introduced in previous literature on dynamical error suppression, to which we will return later. Thus, in the weak noise regime (to be defined in Section ??, for Gaussian noise), it is possible to understand the fidelity of a qubit's unitary evolution in terms of spectral properties of the noise and the control [11, 21] .
In the next section we will show how the control matrix may be evaluated for the paradigmatic case of a piecewise constant control sequence. In doing so, we explicitly demonstrate the connection between our generalized approach and the well known filterfunction formalism. Figure 2 . Explanatory diagram for a piecewise-defined control sequence. During each interval [t l−1 , t l ], a control operation P l is executed. The operators Q l are the control propagator evaluated at the start of the l-th pulse, for l = 1, 2, .., n.
Evaluating the control matrix
In general, for arbitrary continuous-time modulation of H c (t), the control matrix can be evaluated only approximately. However, under the simplifying assumption of piecewiseconstant control it becomes possible to find an exact analytic form. The result can be applied to dynamical decoupling (state preservation) sequences, as well as a variety of nontrivial control operations such as piecewise-defined dynamically corrected gates and composite pulses [43, 18] .
Universal noise
For a sequence of n consecutive unitary control operations (or control 'pulses') P 1 , ..., P n , we divide the total sequence time τ into n corresponding time intervals, such that the l-th operation P l is executed over the interval [t l−1 , t l ], i.e., P l = U c (t l , t l−1 ), for l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, where t n ≡ τ and t 0 ≡ 0 (figure 2). Letting P 0 ≡ I, and defining the cumulative operators Q l ≡ P l P l−1 ...P 0 so that Q ≡ Q n , the elements of the control matrix (10) take the form
where the function
has unit value within the l-th time interval and is zero elsewhere. Equation (25) can be rewritten in terms of the individual control matrices R P l (t − t l−1 ) for each of the n operations P l in the sequence, defined relative to the pulse start times t l−1 , by letting
for i ∈ {x, y, z}. Again, the components of R P l (t − t l−1 ) are obtained from the HilbertSchmidt inner product
for i, j ∈ {x, y, z}. Substituting (26) into (25), and using the linearity of the trace operation, we find that we can write the control matrix for the pulse sequence in the compact form
where the matrix Λ (l−1) has components
for i, j ∈ {x, y, z}. Using (24) to define the control matrix in the frequency domain, we have
is the frequency domain control matrix for the l-th pulse, P l . With the above expressions and a knowledge of the statistical properties of the noise we can, in combination with the results of section 3, find an approximate value for the fidelity of an arbitrary piecewise-defined control sequence in a weak noise environment. This approach is straightforward to implement by hand or via numerics. Ultimately the computational efficiency of calculating the control matrix and spectral overlap integrals far exceeds that of brute-force numerical simulations of the evolution of the Bloch vector [42] .
Dephasing noise
In many of the physical systems with the potential for use in nascent quantum information technologies, the characteristic single-qubit dephasing time T 2 is considerably smaller than the relaxation time T 1 , and governed by different physical processes. It is important, therefore, that we understand the effects of purely dephasing noise on single-qubit control. To this end, we consider a model system in which the noise vector β(t) has only a z-component and the noise Hamiltonian (4) reduces to
In this context, only the third row of the control matrix is required to calculate the fidelity, and we refer to the corresponding row vector R z (t) ≡ (R zx (t), R zy (t), R zz (t)) as the 'control vector'. From (23), the lowest-order contribution of noise to the fidelity (18) is captured by the term
where the first order dephasing 'filter function' F (1) z (ω) is simply the square modulus of the frequency domain control vector
If we further assume that the noise is Gaussian, with a mean value of zero, then all correlation functions β z (t 1 )...β z (t n ) for which n is odd are equal to zero. The Gaussian moment theorem also allows us to write all remaining higher-order correlations in terms of only the simplest two-point correlation function (see Appendix). In the frequency domain, the statistical properties of the noise are then captured entirely by the power spectral density S z (ω), and the fidelity (18) can be written as the infinite sum [42] 
Here, the effect of the control on the qubit fidelity is described by the functions F (p) z... , for p = 1, 2, ..., which depend only on the control vector R z . The complexity of the filter functions increases rapidly with increasing order. However, F (1) z (ω) can be quite simple in form and reasonably straightforward to calculate. In the weak noise regime we ignore the higher order terms in (34) and write
where the rate of fidelity decay is given by
Thus, the decay rate is determined by a simple overlap integral between the power spectrum of the noise and a "filter function" representing the control in the Fourier domain. This result is similar to the familiar expression for the coherence of a dynamical decoupling sequence in the case of unbounded controls [21] (see also section 5). The difference here being that the filter function F
z captures only the lowest order nontrivial effect of the control on the fidelity in a dephasing environment, rather than providing an exact solution in the bang-bang limit.
For a piecewise-defined control sequence, subject to purely dephasing noise, equation (25) reduces to the following expression for the components of the control vector
Similarly, (30a) and (30b) become
and
respectively, where the components of the l-th pulse control vector are
for j ∈ {x, y, z}.
If we assume that during each of the n time intervals comprising the sequence the applied control effects a steady rotation of the qubit Bloch vector through an angle θ l , about an axisn l = cos (φ l )x + sin (φ l )ŷ in the xy-plane, then for t ∈ [t l−1 , t l ]
is the rotation rate and σ φ l ≡ cos (φ l )σ x + sin (φ l )σ y . From (38) and (37b) we can show that the frequency domain control vector for the l-th operation has components
. Although (40) has been derived assuming rotations take place about axes in the xy-plane only, periods of free evolution (no rotation) and z-axis rotations are easily accounted for by setting θ l = 0 and Ω l = 0 in (40), whenever one of these operations occurs in the sequence. This is possible simply because, for dephasing noise, both of these operations commute with the noise operator.
With these analytical tools, the process for finding the operational fidelity of an arbitrary piecewise-constant control sequence in the presence of dephasing noise may be summarized as follows:
(i) Calculate the matrix defined in equation (29) for each step in the chain of control operations;
(ii) Substitute the above result and equation (40) into (37a);
(iii) Repeat for all time steps l ∈ {1, ..., n} to find the control vector in the Fourier domain;
(iv) Find the first-order filter function from (33);
(v) Use (35a) and (35b) to calculate approximate expression for the fidelity valid for weak dephasing noise.
In the next section we employ this approach to study the impact of pulse imperfections on the performance of dynamical decoupling sequences used in quantum memory. Figure 3 . Dynamical decoupling sequence for n identical pulses, each of width τ P , centered at times δ l τ, for l = 1, 2, .., n
Pulse effects in dynamical decoupling sequences
Dynamical decoupling (DD) sequences are control protocols aimed at implementing the identity operation (Q = I), and thus preserving the initial state of the qubit. In the limit of instantaneous control pulses it has been shown that, for both semi-classical dephasing noise and quantum spin-boson models, it is possible to write the qubit coherence at the end of an arbitrary DD sequence, given preparation of the system in a superposition of eigenstates of σ z , as W = e −χ(τ ) [44, 24] . In this expression, the effects of both the noisy dephasing environment and the control modulation are contained in the overlap integral
The statistical properties of the noise in the Fourier domain are captured via the noise power spectrum S z (ω), and the action of the control sequence via the filter function F z (ω). We note that (41) is formally identical to (35b) above, with the exception that, because the control pulses are assumed to be unbounded in strength with vanishing duration (the so-called "bang-bang" approximation), the filter function in (41) is exact. The bang-bang approximation is, however, unphysical and has been shown in experiment to neglect important contributions to the net error arising from realistic pulses of nonzero width (see figure 3 ). In this section we apply the techniques we have developed to evaluate the fidelity of dynamical decoupling sequences when considering physical constraints -such as the incorporation of realistic control pulses -in a purely dephasing noise environment.
Separating pulses from the pulse sequence
Beyond the bang bang limit, the effectiveness of a DD sequence will depend on both the temporal spacing and form of the pulses used. To find optimal error-suppressing sequences for a given environment or physical system, either of these variables may be changed independently of the other, and these differences should be easily separated in an analytical framework. We are therefore motivated to express the sequence control vector R z (ω) in terms that can be separated into those dependent only on pulse location and those dependent on pulse type (expressed in terms of the individual pulse control vectors R P l z (ω)). As in section 4, we start with a piecewise constant sequence of n pulses, however, to model a DD sequence we allow for a period of free evolution (i.e., no control operation) both before and after each pulse, so that immediately following the l-th pulse, we have Q l = P l IP l−1 I...IP 0 , for l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. Within the total sequence time τ (including both control pulses and free evolution periods), the l-th pulse has a width τ p l and is centered at a time δ l τ , where 0 ≤ δ l ≤ 1 and δ n+1 = 1 (see figure 3 ). Using this notation the sequence control vector is
the form of the pulse appearing explicitly only in the last term. While DD sequences have traditionally been composed of identical π-pulses executed about a common axis, equation (42) is quite general. The only restriction being that, in the absence of noise, the net effect is to execute the identity operation. Hence, it may be applied to the analysis of unusual DD schemes such as the recently proposed KDD (Knill dynamical decoupling), based on the Knill pulse [45] . However, since our aim here is simply to provide an example application of our method, we will limit our attention to more conventional sequences. Specifically, we assume identical pulses, each of width τ p and executing a net π-rotation of the qubit Bloch vector about the x axis, i.e., P l = σ x , for l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. In this case, the pulse control vector R alternating between 1 and −1 with each successive pulse. The resulting sequence control vector has the two components
It is worth noting here that, when the form of the pulse is ignored altogether (i.e., when both R P zy (ω) and R P zz (ω) go to zero), the control vector reduces to a single component
a result derived previously by assuming finite-width pulses during which noise was ignored [25, 24] . And, in the bang-bang limit of infinitely narrow pulses (τ p → 0)
we have the standard result (for even n)
with F z (ω) = |R zz (ω)| 2 . Equations (43a) and (43a) capture modification of dephasing dynamics due to the duration and form of the pulses as well as depolarization effects occurring due to pulse-errors derived from a fluctuating detuning from resonance (i.e. the impact of dephasing noise). We will move forward using these expressions in order to treat experimentally relevant cases of DD incorporating various pulse forms including errorsuppressing dynamically corrected gates.
Pulse forms: Standard π X -pulses and dynamically corrected gates
For a DD sequence we are interested in physical control operations that implement a logical NOT gate. The simplest approach is to employ "primitive" π X -pulses, implemented by applying the ideal control Hamiltonian H c = Ωσ x /2 over a time interval [0, τ π ], where Ω ≡ π/τ π . This induces a simple rotation of the Bloch vector through an angle of π radians about the x-axis. In the presence of time-varying dephasing noise, the bare gate is modified by an error term that, to first order, results in a small additional rotation about an axis that has both y and z-components. From equations (37a) and (40) we find that the two corresponding components of control vector are
It is interesting to note the correspondence between the prefactors here and those arising in a master-equation treatment of a driven quantum system in the presence of dissipation [46] . Moving beyond the standard π X -pulse of finite duration, we consider a gate that has been designed to provide robustness in the presence of random gate errors -the dynamically corrected gate. In previous work we demonstrated how such gates provide enhanced resistance to error in the presence of time-varying dephasing noise [42] . Here we include expressions for a dynamically corrected logical NOT gate consisting of three successive π X pulses, the second of which is executed at a rotation rate Ω/2, half that of the other two [47] . The control Hamiltonian for this gate is
so that τ p = 4τ π . In the case of dephasing noise, the control vector again has two components:
where p 1 (ω) ≡ e 4iωτπ + e 3iωτπ + e iωτπ + 1 and p 2 (ω) ≡ e 3iωτπ + e iωτπ .
Interpreting the filter function
The inset to figure 4a shows the filter functions,
for the primitive and dynamically corrected logical NOT operations described above, as a function of the angular frequency in units of τ −1 π . The rate of growth of the filter function with ω, captures the low-frequency "filtering" performance of DD sequences. Beyond a certain frequency F z (ω) → 1, above which noise is passed unimpeded. This corresponds to the physical observation that fluctuations fast relative to the shortest interpulse period cannot be effectively suppressed by dynamical decoupling.
The filter function's behavior near zero frequency captures the leading-order error susceptibility. We may express F z (ω) ∝ (ωτ π ) 2(α+1) as ωτ π → 0, then α is the order of error suppression for the sequence [48] . Using these expressions, an examination of figure 4 reveals that the relative performance of the primitive and dynamically corrected gates is captured in the slope of the filter function as plotted on a log-log scale [23] ; higher slope corresponds to a higher order of error suppression (for noise near zero frequency). In a filter-design framework we may refer to this slope as a filter rolloff in the stopband, using the relation that the rolloff is 6(α+1) dB/octave. At low frequencies the primitive π X -pulse filter function is approximately quadratic, i.e. F z (ω) ∝ (ωτ π ) 2 , resulting in α = 0 -the same as for free evolution. This is not a surprising result, since there is no error suppression built into the primitive gate. By contrast the DCG filter function scales as F z (ω) ∝ (ωτ π ) 4 , giving α = 1, as expected for a construction designed to suppress error to first order.
The full filter functions: DD + DCG
We now combine the control vectors derived for the pulses themselves with those obtained for the generic DD sequences, considering three paradigmatic cases: (1) bangbang decoupling, (2) standard pulses with nonzero τ p , (3) DCGs. This is accomplished by calculating R P z and inserting the relevant Cartesian components into (43a) and (43b) for the full DD sequence. This study reveals how it is possible to evaluate complex perturbations to quantum control protocols in a straightforward manner using our method.
We compare the error-suppressing performance of CP (Carr and Purcell) and UDD (Uhrig dynamical decoupling) sequences as illustrative examples, accounting for each of the cases outlined above. The CP sequence, devised in the context of NMR [49] , is a straightforward extension of the original Hahn spin echo [50] . In an n-pulse CP sequence, the l-th pulse has the fractional location δ l = (l − 1/2)/n. The bang-bang limit CP filter function for n = 6 is shown as a black line in figure 4a ) for n = 6. It exhibits an order of error suppression of α = 2, as do all CP sequences with n ≥ 2, giving a roll-off of 18 dB/octave. This is a limiting case in which pulse effects are entirely ignored.
If we now take into account the width of the pulses by assuming that they take the form of primitive NOT gates of width τ p , as described above, then the components of the pulse control vector R P z (ω) are given by equations (46a) and (46b). The resulting filter functions, indicated by the blue lines in figure 4a , show a reduced order of error suppression α = 2 → 1, with a corresponding reduction of the filter rolloff to 12dB/octave. As the pulse width grows as a fraction of the entire sequence, the relative importance of the pulses grows, as expected. This is manifested as an expansion of the range over which the modification to the filter-function due to pulse effects dominates the bang-bang filter function.
Despite the reduction in the order of error suppression, there is still noise cancelation, regardless of the pulse width, since the sequence is in essence an Eulerian dynamical decoupling (EDD) sequence [51] . Replacing the primitive pulses with dynamically corrected composite gates and the components of the pulse control vector with (48a) and (48b), we almost completely restore the original 18dB/octave roll-off for the CP sequences (figure 4a). These filter functions lie approximately beneath the bang- bang filter function in this figure. This observation confirms that the DCG provides one order of error cancellation during the applied pulses. In essence, the deleterious effect of error accumulation during nonzero-duration control pulses can be mitigated by choosing a compensating pulse design. Studying UDD is more instructive because the n-pulse UDD sequence, with relative pulse locations given by δ l = sin 2 [πl/(2n + 2)], ensures that (in the bang bang limit) the first n-derivatives of R zz (ω) vanish at ω = 0 [21, 44] , giving an order of error suppression that increases linearly with n. The effects of pulse width and shape on a UDD sequence are therefore potentially more dramatic. For sufficiently long pulses we see, from figure 4b, that the general benefits derived from the use of a UDD sequence can largely be destroyed as the error-susceptibility of the pulses dominates the suppression provided by the pulse timing. Again, we observe that the reduction in the order of error suppression arising from addition of nonzero-duration π X -pulses can be partially offset by use of a DCG. However, the fact that by design, the DCG used here only provides first-order error suppression, reduces our ability to recover the original order of error suppression provided by a UDD sequence with large n. Nonetheless, these results indicate that judicious choice of DCG or other compensating pulse protocols within DD sequences provides a path to mitigate the effects of pulse errors in DD sequences. This is especially important in long-storage settings where large pulse numbers may be employed in order to effectively suppress dephasing errors [52] . These observations represent an important validation of our method, and show that it provides a straightforward approach to account for a variety of pulse-duration, modulation, and shape effects.
Limits of approximation
In deriving (23) in section 3, we assumed both that the Magnus expansion converges and that truncating the additional series expansion of the fidelity (18) introduces no significant error. In this section we examine these assumptions more closely and discuss their limits of validity.
Convergence of the Magnus expansion
A sufficient condition for the convergence of the Magnus expansion is [53] 
The operator norm H 0 (t) op is the smallest number K ≥ 0 such that H 0 (t)|ψ H S ≤ K |ψ H S for all |ψ ∈ H S , where |ψ H S ≡ ψ|ψ is the usual vector norm defined on the system Hilbert space H S [54] . It is a simple matter to derive the intuitively obvious result that
i.e., the 'size' of the toggling frame Hamiltonian is measured by the magnitude of the noise vector.
In an experiment, for each physical realization of the noise process, the i-th noise component β i (t) will have some maximum absolute value β (m) i , over the interval [0, τ ]. We can then write β(t) ≤ β (m) , for all t, where
and convergence is assured if β (m) τ < π. The problem is, of course, that the maxima
are unknown quantities. Nonetheless, if the noise is stationary and has well-defined root mean square values δβ i ≡ ( β i (0)
2 ) 1/2 , for i = x, y, z, then for small total operation times τ , letting β (m) i = C m δβ i , for a sufficiently large value of C m > 0, will mean that contributions from elements of the ensemble not satisfying the convergence condition
where ξ ≡ β(0)β(0) T 1/2 τ , can be ignored without significant error. It can be shown (see Appendix) that this same parameter ξ represents a bound on the strength of high-order terms in the expansion for the fidelity (18) and serves as "smallness parameter" providing insight into when the first-order filter-function is sufficient to obtain a good approximation for the overall fidelity. Essentially, we require ξ 2 1 for the first order approximation to hold. In general, this is sufficient to guarantee convergence of the Magnus expansion for all but a statistically insignificant proportion of qubits in the ensemble.
Numerical simulations and the first-order approximation
Finally we present an instructive example to illustrate that our techniques are amenable to detailed understanding of the limits of applicability and scaling behaviours of the calculated operational fidelity. To this end we compare the performance of our analytical expressions with numerical simulations in which we explicitly time-evolve the Schrodinger equation. As a test case, we simulate a primitive NOT-gate (π X -pulse), in the presence of pure dephasing noise, H(t) = β(t)σ z /2 + Ω Rσx /2, and study the behaviour of the fidelity (18) as a function of the control field strength.
For concreteness we pick a Gaussian noise power spectrum,
Here δβ ≡ δβ z , σ is the bandwidth of the noise field, and the spectrum is properly normalized so that it is connected to the auto-correlation C(t) of the noise through a Fourier transform:
where τ c = 1/σ. For our simulations we vary the spectral bandwidth of the Gaussian spectrum. The noise strength is parametrized by its root-mean-square deviation which we choose as δβ = 0.5 in each case.
To simulate the noise, we generate random classical noise trajectories by summing noise Fourier frequency components, each weighed by a random, normally distributed amplitude multiplied by the square root of the noise power at that frequency (as given by the power spectrum), and with a random phase. The gate fidelity is found by averaging over 100 realizations of the noise, and compared to the analytical results including only first-order terms in the Magnus expansion.
Analytic and numeric results are plotted in Fig. 5 . We observe excellent agreement between the first-order-filter-function analytical prediction and detailed numerical simulation. We also find that there are appear to be two different regimes of behavior in relation to dependence on noise bandwidth (or identically the correlation time). The calculated gate fidelity appears to be independent of noise bandwidth in the short time regime τ π 1 and deviates from this behaviour only for the large bandwidth case σ = 10. We can understand this behaviour by analyzing in different temporal regimes, When conditions outlined in the text are not met, agreement between analytic and numeric results break down, as shown in the inset which plots the same data on a semilog scale. In this case, the origin of the breakdown is the growth of higher order terms in the expansion that are not accounted for in the lowest order expressions for the filter-function.
the behaviour of the first-order term in the fidelity expansion (18) which is simply
For short control times, i.e. τ π /τ c 1, this integral reduces to
The lowest order term in Eq. 58 is plotted as the green dash-dotted line in 5. As demonstrated by both the analytical and the numerical results, one finds that the shorttime behaviour is independent of bandwidth to lowest order. Bandwidth dependent effects should only appear when the control time becomes of the same order as the correlation time, reached for the case when σ = 10. To elucidate the behaviour in that regime we evaluate Eq. 57 approximately when τ c /τ π 1. To lowest order this gives
This approximate solution is plotted as the green dashed line in the left panel of Fig. 5 , illustrating that the full numerics and first-order analytics obey the expected scaling with control time, and that the error magnitude is set by the noise correlation time. For a fixed root-mean-square noise strength, and long control times, a primitive NOT gate is more robust under wide-bandwidth noise conditions. Since ξ 2 = δβ 2 τ 2 π 1 over most of the regime we investigated, higher order terms in the Magnus expansion are expected to be negligible since they scale as ξ 4 to lowest order (see Appendix). This expectation is confirmed by the numerics. The numerical results therefore support the scaling argument that ξ 2 1 determines the bounds of validity of the first-order filter-function approximation. The inset to Fig. 5 shows that the analytical result becomes a poor approximation to the numerics when the condition ξ 2 1 is violated in the vicinity of τ π ≈ 10. Note that growth in higherorder terms does not necessarily coincide with divergence of the Magnus expansion, but rather a breakdown of the first-order approximation; higher-order filter functions may be incorporated to account for residual error.
Finally, we note that the same arguments we've applied to the primitive NOT gate may also be applied to more general control operations, including those designed to compensate for noise, such as DCGs. First order error correcting gates like the DCG will reduce the effect of the first order term in the Taylor expansion of the noise correlation function relative to the higher-order bandwidth-dependent terms. As a consequence, bandwidth effects are expected to be more pronounced for corrected gates, which we have confirmed via numerics. Despite this issue we still obtain good agreement between numerics and analytic filter functions to within factors of order unity, as demonstrated in previous work [42] , and in the right panel of Fig. 5 .
Conclusion
Understanding, predicting, and mitigating decoherence remain significant challenges for the development of quantum technologies. In particular, in order to effectively develop novel quantum control protocols that suppress error or evaluate the performance of a complex quantum error correction procedure, we require methods permitting a system designer to estimate error probabilities using real inputs about the environment. This capability is vital as the quantum science community moves from proof-ofprinciple concepts towards engineering of real quantum coherent technologies where rigid performance bounds are required.
In this paper, we have presented a novel method for determining the fidelity of arbitrary quantum control operations in a universal time-dependent noise environment. Building on past work employing spectral overlap functions, our method provides a straightforward, easily automated approach to producing analytic functions capturing the effect of the control in the Fourier domain -generalized filter functions. Using these we are able to evaluate control fidelities to arbitrary order, for arbitrary time-dependent control operations in terms of experimentally relevant characteristics of the noise. While the error model we study is constrained to ignore, e.g., leakage errors from the qubit subspace or system-bath entanglement, the selected semiclassical model of universal, Non-Markovian, time-varying noise is far more realistic than earlier approximations based on uncorrelated errors.
We have exploited the capabilities provided by this technique to address the key challenge of accounting for nonidealities in control operations used to implement error-suppressing dynamical decoupling sequences. By generating filter functions incorporating pulse errors and even the effect of complex intrapulse modulation schemes in a single compact formalism, we have provided a simple, physically intuitive means to evaluate sequence performance and inform the development of new dynamical error suppression protocols.
Our approach permits an experimentalist or system designer to analytically study the efficacy and error-susceptibility of customized control protocols involving complex temporal modulation schemes (e.g. control-field phase and amplitude). For instance, it is possible to accurately account for error accumulation due to control imperfections arising from realistic constraints such as pulse overshoot, bandwidth limitations, or simple noise in the control field itself. Further, for quantum information one may consider applying this approach at an algorithmic level, permitting "echo" type effects to be exploited in minimizing the error not just of a single operation, but of a complex chain in a computation. With validation for the utility of our method from our study of dynamical decoupling and detailed numerics, we believe that this approach will prove invaluable for future experiments in which it is vital to accurately and efficiently estimate the effects of real experimental noise on the achievable fidelity of control operations.
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Appendix
In this appendix we look more closely at the series expansion of the fidelity (18)
derived in section 3 above. By calculating the maximum magnitude of the higher-order terms we can determine the conditions under which they can be neglected. We also show how, by converting to the frequency domain, the fidelity maybe expressed in terms of the noise power spectral density and a series of generalized filter functions.
Maximum magnitude of terms in the fidelity expansion
In order to determine their relative contributions to the fidelity, we examine the terms in (18), beginning with
We consider only the case in which the three noise components are independent Gaussian random processes, so that β i (t 1 )β j (t 2 ) = δ ij β i (t 1 )β i (t 2 ) and 
where we've introduced the smallness parameter
For Gaussian noise, correlation functions evaluated at an odd numbers of time points vanish, so a 1 a T 2 = 0. Moving on to the first of the three terms that involve four-point noise correlation functions
Here we can apply the Gaussian moment theorem to write
Using the independence of the noise components, this becomes
+δ ii δ jj β i (t 1 )β i (t 3 ) β j (t 2 )β j (t 4 ) + δ ij δ i j β i (t 1 )β i (t 4 ) β i (t β i (t 1 )β i (t 2 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 4 ) R ii (t 1 , t 2 )R T jj (t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 3 ) β j (t 2 )β j (t 4 ) R ij (t 1 , t 2 )R T ij (t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 4 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 2 ) R ij (t 1 , t 2 )R β i (t 1 )β i (t 2 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 4 ) R ii (t 1 , t 2 )R T jj (t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 3 ) β j (t 2 )β j (t 4 ) R ij (t 1 , t 2 )R T ij (t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 4 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 2 ) R ij (t 1 , t 2 )R T ji (t 3 , t 4 ) (A.10)
Each of the three integrands in (A.10) has a magnitude less than or equal to unity, so | a β i (t 1 )β i (t 2 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 4 ) R i (t 1 )R T ijj (t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 3 ) β j (t 2 )β j (t 4 ) R i (t 1 )R T jij (t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) + β i (t 1 )β i (t 4 ) β j (t 3 )β j (t 2 ) R i (t 1 )R T jji (t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) (A.13)
Following the same procedure used to derive (A.11), we find that Obviously, for Gaussian noise, the overall trend here is that those terms containing n-point correlation functions make a maximum contribution of the order of ξ n to the fidelity. If we limit our attention to a regime in which ξ 2 1, then higher order terms will have little effect and the fidelity may be expressed in terms of the first order error vector only.
Spectral representation
The noise power spectral density S i (ω) of the i-th noise component may be defined by β i (t 1 )β i (t 2 ) = 1 2π The dependence of the fidelity on the spectral properties of the noise and of the control can also be made explicit using (A. Extrapolating these results, we find the following alternative form for the series expansion of the fidelity 
